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The rapid growth of virtual worlds such as Second Life has created opportunities for corporations to expand their 
brands and even sell virtual goods. But many companies are finding it harder to adapt their brands and services to the 
3-D Web. 

Businesses that hope to create a worthwhile impact in the virtual realm are going to need a helping hand. That has 
created opportunities for new virtual development and promotion firms such as Metaversatility.

San Antonio-based Metaversatility took its unusual name as a direct reference to the so-called metaverse, a term used
by the science fiction writer Neal Stephenson to describe virtual environments in his novel Snow Crash. The company 
specializes in promotion, branding and application development as well as online training and business strategy 
consulting. Its portfolio already includes projects based in San Francisco, New York, San Antonio, Minneapolis and the
U.K.

The founders of Metaversatility were attracted to Second Life for many reasons. Second Life, the massive multiplayer 
online world, allows users to log on through the Internet and create 3-D computer-generated identities. Businesses 
such as Cisco (CSCO) , Dell (DELL) and Toyota
(TM) have already entered Second Life, whose population is rapidly approaching 2 million users.

In addition to commerce opportunities, Metaversatility sees Second Life's potential as a community builder as one of 
its biggest advantages for large organizations and Fortune 500 companies.

Second Life "is an ideal vehicle for conducting business in the global economy," says Aaron Delwiche, one of the 
founders of Metaversatility. "Fifteen years ago, email was a fringe technology. Today, it's impossible to imagine 
conducting business without it. Many analysts predict that virtual worlds will follow a similar path."

For businesses of all sizes, the branding and marketing opportunities are tremendous. Out of the nearly 2 million 
residents in Second Life, Delwiche notes that almost half live outside the U.S., and about 44% of them are women. 
The median age is 32, which means that the residents tend to be affluent and technically savvy.

"We're in a time of changing media audiences," says Adrienne Haik, another co-founder of Metaversatility. "The 
television market is down, traditional print advertising is down, and the coveted 18-to-35 year-old demographic is using
the Internet and especially social networking to connect with each other. Companies need to capitalize on reaching 
people through new media like Web 2.0 social networking sites and 3-D virtual environments."

Delwiche points out that it is also important for companies to move beyond the "me-first" mentality that marred so 
many experiments in the early days of the Internet.

"Being the first to set up shop in the virtual world is less important than being one of the handful of companies that truly 
understands this new medium," Delwiche says. "Second Life residents are an intelligent bunch, and they are likely to 
turn their backs on high-profile launches that are little more than a poorly thought-out branding exercise. For this 
reason, it's vital that businesses seek out seasoned experts who are sensitive to resident concerns."

Metaversatility's portfolio suggests the company knows what it takes to make the jump to Web 2.0. The company 
helped with PopSci.com's Creative Commons concert, while its Second Life Bank model bank was designed to 
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highlight the workings of virtual economies.

Delwiche says that some of his company's "most quirky and innovative projects involve creating an online presence for
one of the nation's most well-respected jazz radio stations, KRTU; rolling out a winery based in the Russian Gulch; and
pioneering an innovative curriculum for a well-known training organization that services Fortune 500 companies."

Delwiche believes there are several ways to measure return on investment, mostly through tracking traffic and visitors 
to Second Life locations, registered users and advertisement impressions.

In 2007, though, residents and businesses in Second Life could face more and more dramatic changes as the 
population continues to swell.

"As in the early days of the Internet, the demand for experienced developers far outstrips available supply," says 
Delwiche. "As with Linden Lab and other organizations in this space, our most significant challenge will be steady, 
scalable growth."

In addition, Delwiche believes the introduction of Microsoft's (MSFT) Vista operating system will further drive
populations, meaning that the in-world economy will continue to grow.

Robert Holden is staff reporter Robert Holmes. He reports often from Second Life.


